
The VR creatIVE interaction toolset is designed to enable
cooperative behaviour in social and creative contexts

in Interactive Virtual Environments.

Virtual Reality Technology 
transforms the way people 
meet and work, by letting 
users immerse themselves in 
virtual worlds. The design of 
the 3D User Interface 
determines users' behaviour 
inin the interactive virtual 
environment (IVE): Whether 
they are able to cooperate 
with others and are inspired 
to do so through the system's 
support for collaboration 
mechanics. [1]

We considered the design spectrum that spans between
professional VR 3D-modelling software and social VR
platforms.

Developments for projection-wall VR
systems in the research group
resulted in a set of bimanual gesture-
based interaction techniques for 
single-user 3D-modelling. [2]
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The goal of the VR creatIVE project was the adaption and extension of
the previous set of interaction techniques according to three aspects:

-  Use of the Oculus Quest 2 head mounted display (HMD)
-  Networked implementation supporting remote multi-user settings
-  Enabling cooperation between users for social and creative contexts

We prioritized expressiveness over precision, using:

-  Direct interactions with the virtual hand representation
-  Manipulation of simple geometric shapes
       -  Translation and rotation in 6 DOF
       -  Uniform and non-uniform scaling through gestures
           based on bimanual interaction principles [2,3]
-  Navigation in object hierarchies with hold-and-move-  Navigation in object hierarchies with hold-and-move
    approach [4]
-  Gestures that can be learned by watching other users
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APPLICATION

The toolset has already
been used in a subsequent
student research project. [5]
In this, it allows users to
create personalised avatars
when attending a musicwhen attending a music
performance in VR.

POTENTIAL FUTURE WORK

Extend the set of cooperative interactions:
    -  Navigate together in hierarchies of composite objects
    -  Jointly scale objects non-uniformly 

Give users more control over the scaling and positioning of objects:
    -  Locking the object‘s position while scaling
    -  Allow scaling of users‘ avatars to make it easier to handle large objects    -  Allow scaling of users‘ avatars to make it easier to handle large objects
       (avoiding lever arm effect and object takes up less space in visual field)

Multiple users can interact with the same object simultaniously.
Either by users performing different interactions that complement each other
or by cooperative interactions, where the interaction is performed together.  

Our prototype for a shared inventory, which can be seen and
interacted with by remote users, enables a cycle of cooperative and
complementary interactions, and promotes workspace awareness.

Using direct interactions based on gestures, users can rapidly
compose virtual objects and scenes from just three basic shapes.

(Cube, Sphere and Cylinder)
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